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12/21/2016 
 
 
 Anthony Serafini, 
 
Thank you for taking the time to review our application for the STA to operate our Managed Access System (MAS) at 
Smith State Prison to prevent the use of contraband cell phones. I would like to take the time to explain our efforts in 
establishing service agreements with the local wireless carriers in the area.  
 
We have been working with three carriers (AT&T, T-Mobile and Verizon) in the area for the past year to establish long 
term lease agreements. We have successfully entered into a Long Term de facto lease with AT&T as of 9/24/2016.  
 
We submitted a final draft lease proposal to Verizon for their review and approval on 12/07/2016. We are hopeful that 
an executed lease will be issued soon and they verified the document is within Regulatory and Legal Department. 
 
We have reached out to T-Mobile requesting their Long Term De facto lease template for us to submit. Unfortunately 
after multiple attempts we have not received any response from T-Mobile about our request. Thus far, they have 
responded by continuing to provide consent letters to allow us to operate through the expiration of the STA. 
 
If you would like to reach out to our current contacts at T-Mobile they are: 
Trey Jackson 
Senior Analyst, Government Affairs 
202-654-5905 
Arthur.jackson@t-mobile.com 
 
Ken Loder 
Ken.loder@t-mobile.com 
 
You also requested a progress report of our testing and the need to continue testing. Our MAS system is fully 
operational and has been accepted by the Georgia Department of Corrections (DOC). 
 
We really appreciate your assistance and will gladly provide any information you need or answer any questions you may 
have. Please let me know if you would like to get together on a conference call discuss any questions or concerns you 
may have. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Larry McKellop 
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